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But in the end, I didn’t think that they had kicked the iron plate this time.
This young man named Lin Ziming was not an ordinary person at all, but an
absolute big man.
When Xiao Cheng saw this scene, his scalp became more numb and
trembling!
He really wanted to give himself a heavy slap in the face and wake him up,
damn, what he was doing just now, because of a Chu Fei, he offended such
a big man. It’s over, it’s all over.
At that moment, Xiao Cheng really wanted to cry without tears.
As for Chu Fei, she was also stunned, staring at Lin Ziming with a faint
smile. When did Lin Ziming get so awesome?
Lin Ziming saw their reaction in his eyes, and he was still a little dark in his
heart, and finally he was awe-inspiring in front of Chu Fei.
Lin Feng’s face became gloomy. He didn’t realize that these two guards had
offended Lin Ziming just now. He immediately gave the two guards a severe
lesson and gave them to me on the spot. Expelled.
The other senior members of Tingfeng Pavilion were also in a cold sweat.
Fortunately, Lin Ziming did not have the same knowledge as them, and the
situation was not too bad.
“Okay, you don’t have to be so nervous. I’m just coming back to drink tea,
and you do what you should do.” Lin Ziming waved his hand and dismissed
them, and then said to Xiao Cheng and Chu Fei: “Heaven The size box is
the highest level box in Tingfeng Pavilion. It is absolutely quiet and sexy,
and can meet all your needs.”
Lin Ziming said the two words’needs’ very hard. After hearing this, Xiao
Cheng suddenly shook his whole body, showing an expression that was
even uglier than crying, “Mr. Lin, you are misunderstood. Mr. Chu and I are
just Ordinary partners have absolutely no thoughts about President Chu!”
He quickly explained clearly, otherwise Lin Zi remembered and hated him,
then he would be finished. The more you get into this circle, the more you
understand that there are people outside the world, there are outsiders and
there are heavens. Don’t look at him now in his relatives and friends, but he
is not even a fart among the real big people.
Lin Ziming glanced at him meaningfully and said, “Really?”
This sentence made Xiao Cheng shocked all over his body and became even
more frightened.
Seeing this scene, Chu Fei bit her lip tightly, her heart getting more and
more complicated, she couldn’t say a word.
Xiao Cheng had no idea about Chu Fei anymore, and he didn’t even enter
the Tianzi box. He hurriedly signed a contract with Chu Fei, giving Chu Fei
the highest concession, and leaving Lin Ziming with his business card. , I
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hope I can flatter Lin Ziming’s thick legs.
In this way, Lin Ziming, Chu Fei and the secretary were left.
The secretary saw that the atmosphere was not right, so she did not dare to
stay, and quickly found a reason to slip away.
As a result, only Lin Ziming and Chu Fei were left, and the atmosphere
suddenly became even more embarrassing…
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